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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the existence of solutions of boundary value 
problems associated with the two-dimensional system 
x’ = g(4 x> Y), Y’ = w, x, Y). (1) 
The main results are Theorems 1 and 5. Both of their proofs are topological 
in nature and utilize the funnel properties of solutions of (1). Theorems 2 
and 3 generalize earlier results by the authors [2] in the sense that one need 
only require that egress points on the upper and lower surfaces be strict 
egress points. These are conditions I and II in Sections 3. In [2] we required 
egress points to be such that solutions could not reenter the interior of the 
region at some later time. Theorem 4 contains the results of [4]. 
In Section 4, the special case g(t, X, y) = y is considered. Corollary 7 
includes the main existence theorem of [3] and Theorem 8 generalizes the 
existence portion of the main theorem in [l]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let #(t, y) and ~(t, y) be continuous functions such that #(t, y) > ~(t, y) 
for t 3 0, 1 y / < co. Define the following sets: 
86,) = t@, x, Y> I 0 < t < to 9 I x I + I Y I < ~4, 
Q(a) = {(t, *, Y> I 0 < t < ~0, Ix I + I Y I < ~1, 
R = {(t, *,Y> I 0 G t < ~0, IY I -=c ~0, &,Y) < * < WY)>, 
c(t) = {(x, Y> I 6 *> Y) E RR), 
s&(t) = {(xt Y> I (x, Y> E w x = 3k Y)>, 
f--w> = -xx7 Y> I (x2 Y> E C(f)? 32 = d4 Y)>- 
* Supported by NSF Grant GP-5965. 
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Let g(t, x, y) and h(t, x, y) be continuous in a set E which is open relative to 
Q(t,), where Q(to) n R C E. 
Let ti , t, > 0 and let S be a subset of C(tJ. IE(S; ti , tz) is defined to be 
the set of all points (x, y) such that there is a solution (x(t),y(t)) of (1) on 
PI , %I such that WI), YW E S, @@J, Y&J) = (x, Y>, and (C W ~(9) E E 
for all t E [ti , tz]. 
3. EXISTENCE RESULTS 
Using the notation of Section 2, we shall always assume in this section 
that: 
(I) for all t, E [0, t,], (xi, yi) E&(S,; 0, ti) n SJta) implies that there 
exists a solution of (1) which emanates from (tl , xi , yi) with a trajectory 
which is on or above the #-surface on some right neighborhood of tl . 
(II) for all ti E [0, t,,], (xi , yi) E .Ix(Si; 0, ti) n S,(tJ implies that there 
exists a solution of (1) which emanates from (ti , xi , ya) with a trajectory 
which is on or below the p-surface on some right neighborhood of t1 . 
We can now state and prove the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 1. Let S, be a compact connected set in C(0) which inttisects 
both S,(O) and S,(O). Then (i) I;($; 0, t) contains a compact connected com- 
ponent in C(t) which intersects both S&(t) and SQ(t) for all t E [0, t,], OY (ii) there 
is a solution of (1) with (x(O), y(0)) E S, having a maximal right interval of 
existence [0, t+] C [0, t,,] and such that 1 y(t)1 -+ 00 as t -+ t+. 
Proof. Let E’ E ((t, X, y) E E / cp(t, y) - 1 < x < gL(t, y) + 11. Assume 
there is no number X such that for all t E [0, t,], (x, y) E .Tx(&; 0, t) implies 
that 1 x j < K and ] y 1 < K. Then there is some interval [0, t+] C [O, t,] such 
that for each t E [0, t+) there is some K, such that t’ E [0, t] and 
(x, y) E 1x(&; 0, t’) implies j x 1 < K, and 1 y j < Kt , and also for any K 
there exists E > 0 such that for all t E [t+ - E, t+) there exists 
(x, Y> E ~.2&% 0, t> such that either / x 1 > K or I y 1 > K. Let {tn) converge 
to t+ from below and let (x, , yn) E I&Si; 0, t,) be such that 1 yfi / + co as 
R -+ co. Such a sequence, (y,}, can always be found since either j ym j -3 co 
or / X, j + co. In the second case the continuity of #(t, y) and y(t, y) means 
thatif(t,,x,,y,)EE’and/~~lj?,asn~co,thellIy,/~co. 
The existence of K, permits us to use Ascoli’s lemma to construct a solu- 
tion of (1) on [O, t] C [0, tf) from a subsequence of the solutions associated 
with ((x% , y%)) by the definition of I&&; 0, tJ. By #a standard diagonalization 
argument using the solutions associated with ((xn ) y,)] we may construct a 
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solution of (1) with (x(O), y(0)) E S, w ic h h exists on each [O, t] C [0, t+) and 
is such that 1 y(t)1 --+ co as t -+ t+. Also for t E [0, tf), (t, x(t), y(t)) E E’ C E. 
This is case (ii). 
For the remainder of the proof we may assume that there exists a number K 
such that for all t E (0, t,,], (x, y) EI&S~; 0, t) implies that 1 x 1 < K and 
IY I <Km 
Let T be the set of all points t E [0, t,,] such that, for all t E [0, f], the set 
1x,(&; 0, t) contains a component in C(t) which intersects both S&(t) and 
SJt). T is nonempty since 0 E T and is bounded above by t, . Lets = lub T. 
Ifs = to , we are finished. If not, 0 < s < t, . Let {si} be a sequence of points 
in T converging to s. Let Ci C C(s,) be a component of &(Si; 0, si) which 
intersects both S&(s,) and S,(s,). 
Let L denote the limit set ([7], p. 23) of {C,} and let (a, b) EL since L is 
nonempty. Then there exists a sequence {(xi’, yi)> converging to (a, b) where 
(xi’, yl) E C’i and {C,‘> is a subsequence of (CJ. Let L’ be the set of limit 
points of (C,‘}. Since L’ is a set of limit points and (x, y) EL’ implies that 
1 x 1 < K, / y [ < K, L’ is compact. Since each C’i intersects both S, and 5’, 
for all i, L’ intersects both S,(s) and S,(s). 
If L’ contains no component which intersects both S,(s) and SW(s), then, 
since L’ is compact and intersects both S,(s) and S,(s), L’ is the union of two 
nonempty sets M and N which are separated by an arc A such that A n L’ = + 
(Theorem 19, 171, p. 173). 
Assume (a, b) E M. Let (c, d) E N and let {(a; , j$)} -+ (c, d) where 
(a;,j$) E C: and {C;} is a subsequence of (C,‘}. Let ((x1, yi)} be the sub- 
sequence of ((xi’, yi)} such that (~1 , y;) E C”i . For i sufficiently large, since 
(a, b) and (c, d) are limit points of {C:} separated by A, then I(CI; s; , s) must 
intersect A. Let (pi , qi) be a point of intersection; that is, 
(pi , a,) E&,(C;; S; , S) n A. 
For i sufficiently large, the sequence {(p, , qi)} is bounded and, hence, has a 
limit point (p, p) E A. The sequence {s;> -+ s and therefore (p, 4) is a limit 
point of (C;j as well. But then (p, Q) ELI and (p, 4) E A nL’. This is a 
contradiction and we conclude that L’ and hence I&&; 0, s) must contain a 
component C in C(s) which intersects both S,(s) and 5$(s). 
By assumptions (I) and (II), there exists 6 > 0 such that 
IE,(C s, t> c{(x, Y> I (4 $9 Y) E E’l 
and Ix(C; s, t) contains a component in C(t) which intersects both S*(t) and 
Lo&,(t) for each t E (s, s + S). But s was chosen to be the least upper bound of T 
and clearly each t E (s, s + 6) is in T. This is a contradiction. Thus, s = t,, . 
Since 1x(&; 0, t) CI,(S,; 0, t), (i) is proven. 
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Theorem 1 together with conditions which restrict the possibility of 
case (ii) occurring can be used to obtain existence theorems for finite and 
semi-i&mite interval boundary value problems. Thus we impose the following 
assumption: 
(III) Given any n > 0 and t, > 0, there exists a positive number N(t,, , n) 
such that for any solution (x(t), y(t)) of (1) with / y(O)1 < n and (t, x(t), y(t)) E E 
for t E [0, to), then 1 y(t)/ < N(tO, n) f or all t E [O, to). (This is condition III 
directed lo the right. The analogous condition applied to solutions being 
extended from right to left will be called condition III directed to the k$.) 
The next two theorems generalize an earlier result of the authors (Theo- 
rem 3, [2]). 
THEOREM 2. .&sume I, II, and III. Let S, be a compact connected set in 
C(0) which intersects both S,(O) and S,(O). Let S, be a closed connected subset 
of C(tOj such that S, n ((x, y) j y arbitrary) f 4, then there exists a solution 
W>~ YW) of (11 on PO, GJI szlch that (x(O), y(0)) E S, , (z(t,,j, y(t,j) E S, with 
(t, x(t), y(t)) E E fog all t E [0, t,]. 
Proof Since S, is a compact set, let n = sup / y 1 for (x, y) E S, and let 
N = N(to , n) be as in assumption III. Then / y(t)] < NQt, f n) for any 
solution (x(t), y(t)) of (1) with (x(O), y(0)) E Sr for all t E[O, to]. Hence, 
conclusion (ii) in Theorem 1 is impossible and we conclude that lE(S’, , 0, r,) 
contains a compact connected component C in C(t,,) which intersects 
both S$(t,-,) and S,(tJ. The conditions imposed on S, ensure that 
S, n IE(S1; 0, E,,) f 4. Thus, there exists a solution (x(t), y(t)) of (1) such 
that (W, y(0)) E 4 , tx(tJ, yk,>) 6 J% with (t, @j, y(t)> E E. 
We next observe that under the same hypotheses there exists a solution to 
the given boundary value problem on [0, to] which remains in R n Q(t,,). 
THEOREM 3. Under the same hypotheses as Theorem 2, there exists a 
solution (x(t), y(t)) of (1) such that (x(O), y(0)) f S, , (x(&j, y(t,,)j E S, with 
6 x@>, YW E R fJ Q(G). 
Proof. Let E0 = E and let {Enf~z;o be a sequence of open sets such that 
En 3 -%,I 3 R n Q&J f or all n > 0 and such that n E, = R n Q(t,J. Then 
by Theorem 2, for each n, there exists a solution (xJt>, y%(t)) of (1) with 
t.mt% m(O)> E % , (dto>, Y&N E % , and (4 x&>, y&j) E -7% for all 
t E [0, t,]. Since (xn(to), yn(tO)) E ((x, y)l 1 y 1 < Nj n C(tO) /7 S, khere N 
is as in Theorem 2 chosen relative to E, there exists a limit point (x2 , ya) af 
((xn(to), ylz(t,,))) in S, . f(xJO), y%(O))) has a limit point (x1 ,yl) E Sr . There 
then exist, relabelling if necessary, {E,) and ((xJt), y&))) such that 
-E, 3 EW 3 R n Q&J, n En = R n Q&J, h40~ Y&N - (3~1~ yd E 8, , and 
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(x&J, Y&N -+ (x2 ,yz> E S2 . &s(t), m(t)>> is uniformly bounded and 
equicontinuous with (t, x,(t), y,(t)) E E, f or all n sufficiently large. By the 
Ascoli theorem, there exists a subsequence which converges to (x(t), y(t)). 
(x(t), y(t)) is a solution of (1) satisfying (4% y(O)) = (xl , YJ E Sl , 
(x(to), YW = k2 P Yz> E s2 7 and (t, x(t), y(t)) 6 R n Q(h). 
We now can prove a theorem for a semi-infinite interval boundary value 
problem. 
THEOREM 4. Let g(t, x, y) and h(t, x, y) be continuous on Q(W) and assume 
I, II, and III. If S, is a compact connected set in C(0) which intersects both 
S,(O) and S,(O), then (1) has a solution (x(t), y(t)) existing on [0, co) with 
(x(O), y(O)) E S, and (t, x(t), r(t)) E R n Q(h) for all t 3 0. 
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 3, using a standard diagonaliza- 
tion argument. 
The above theorem generalizes the main result of Corduneanu ([4], p. 31). 
4. APPLICATIONS TO SECOND-ORDER EQUATIONS 
In this section we shall restrict our attention to the case whereg(t, X, y) = y 
and hence investigate particular boundary value problems associated with the 
special case 
X’ =g(t, X,Y> =y 
Y’ = h(t, x, Y) (2) 
or equivalently 
x” = h(t, x, x’). (3) 
A function 01 E C2[0, t,,] will be called a strict lower solution of (3) in case 
a”(t) > h(t, a(t), a’(t)) on P? to1 (4) 
and a function fi E Cs[O, to] will be called a strict upper solution in case 
P”(t) < h@, P(t), P’(t)) on P, toI* (5) 
Assume that a(t) < P(t) on [0, to] and that h(t, x, x’) is continuous in a set E 
which is open relative to @to) where SC E and 
S-{(t,X,X’)IO<t<t~,IX’I <co,a(t)<x<&)). 
THEOREM 5. Assume condition III relative to E. Let 01, p E C2[0, t,] be 
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strict lower and upper solutims respectively for (3) with a(t) 9 /3(t) on [O, to]. 
Let S, be a compact connected set in C(0) such that S, n S,(O) f $ with 
x’ < oi’(0) for some (x, x’) E S, n S,(O) and such that S, n Se(O) f 6 with 
y’ > /3’(O) for some (y, y’) E S, n S,(O). Let S, be a closed connected subset of 
C(t,,) such that S, r\ ((x, x’) j x’ arbitrary) # 4. Then there exists a solation 
x(t) of(3) such that (x(O), x’(O)) E S, , (x(&j, x’(tJ) E S, with (t, x(t), x’(t)) E S 
fop all t f [O, t,]. 
Proof. The first part of the proof is similar to proof of (i) in Theorem 1 
since assumption III) eliminates the possibility of case (ii). Let C, C C(t) 
be a component of I,(S,; 0, t) which intersects both S,(t) and Sa(t). Define P 
by 
P = (4 [ 3(x, x’) E &(t) n C, 3 x’ < a’(t) and 
3(y, y’) fz C, n Ss(t) 3 y’ > P’(t) for all t kz [0, a>. 
P is nonempty since 0 E P. Let 7 = lub P. 
Assume 0 < 17 < t, . We now wish to show that this is impossible. Let 
(Q) be a sequence of points in P converging to q. Let Ci C C’(Q) be a com- 
ponent of 1x(&; 0, Q) which intersects both S,(Q) and S,(Q) and such that 
there exists (x, x’) E Ci n S,(Q) with x’ < ol’(~) and such that there exists 
(~7 Y’) E Ci n se(~J with Y’ Z P’(qi)* 
Let L denote the limit set of (Ci} and let (a, b) EL since L is nonempty. 
Then there exists a sequence {(xi, x,‘)} converging to (a, 6) where 
(xi, xi’) E Ci* and Ci* is a subsequence of {Ci>. Let L* be the set of limit 
points of (C,*). L* is compact and intersects both S,(T) and 2$(v) in a 
way such that there exists (x, x’) E L* n S,(T) with X’ < a’(~) and 
(Y, Y’) EL* n So(q) with Y’ 3 P’(V). 
If L* contains no component which intersects both S,(q) and S,(n) in this 
manner, then L* is the union of two nonempty sets M and N which are 
separated by an arc A such that A n L* = 4. 
Assume (a, 6) E M. Let (c, d) EN and let ((yi , yz’)> -+ (c, d) where 
(yi , yi) E CF* and (CT*} is a subsequence of (Ci*). Let ((zi, fi)] be the 
subsequence of ((xi , xi’)> such that (a, ,a,‘) E Cf*. 
For i sufficiently large, since (a, b) and (c, d) are limit points of (C$*> 
separated by A, then Ix(Cf*; Q, 7) intersects A. Let (pi, ei) be a poinr of 
intersection. {(p, , qi)} has a limit point (p, 4) E A and therefore is a limit point 
of {C$*:>. But then (p, 4) EL* n A which is a contradiction. We conclude 
that L* and hence I&S,; 0,~) must contain a component C, in C(q) which 
intersects ‘both S,(q) and S,(T) in such a way that there exist 
(x, x’) EL* n S,(q) with x’ < 01’(q) and (y, y’) EL* n S,(r) with y’ > ,8’(v). 
Thus, we have 77 E P. 
There either exists (x, x’) E C, n S,(T) such that x = al(q), x’ = a’(~) 
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or there exists (y, y’) E C, n S@(q) such that y = p(q), y’ = /3’(q); for if not, 
one can establish that there exists or > 77 such that vi E P. 
Consider the case where there exists (y, y’) E C,, n S,(v), such that 
Y = ,%), Y' = p’(d. Th e o th er case is similar. We shall show that there 
exists v1 > 17 such that C, n &(t) # 4 and x’ > /3’(t) for some 
(x, x’) E C, n SD(t) and all 0 < t < Q . The existence of qr > 7 is established 
in the following five steps: 
(a) If y(t) is any solution of IVP(3) with y(q) = p(v), y’(l) = /3’(~), then 
there exists <I > 0 such that y(t) >/3(t), y’(t) > /3’(t) on (T, r] + Q). This 
follows since P(t) satisfies (5) on [0, t,]. 
(b) For any t,, > 7 any solution y(t) of IVP(3) with y(ts) = /I(&), 
y’(t,,) < p(ts) satisfies p(t) > y(t) for to < t < t, + 6 and y(t) > p(t) on 
to - 6 < t < t, * 
(c) There exists es > 0 and pi > 0 such that /3”(t) < h(t, y, y’) for all 
t E h, 7 + ~1 and all (Y, Y') such that d((y, Y'), (P(t), B’(t))> < p1 where d 
denotes the Euclidean metric. This follows from the continuity of h, (5), and 
the fact that /3(t) E C2[0, t,]. 
Y 
Diagram I 
This sketch illustrates the portion of the proof of Theorem 5 where there exists 
(Y, Y’) E G n WV) such that Y = P(T), Y’ = B’(T) and where the principle axis of 
the cylinder is the B-trajectory. The arrows on the y/-axis at t = 7 and t = v1 indicate 
the direction of flow of solutions relative to the origin. 
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(d) By standard existence arguments ([5], p. 1 l), there exists ~a > 0 and 
pa > 0 such that any solution y(t) of IVP(3) with y(‘(rl) = yO, y’(y) = ya 
with d((Yo 7 Yo’), w7s, IQ?))) < P2 satisfies d((y(t), Y’(O), 03(t), B’(t))) < h 
for all t E [q, -q + ~~1. F or any such solution y(t), by part (c), we have that 
F(t) <y"(t) for all t E [r, 7 + min[~, , ~a]]. 
(e) There exists Ed > 0 such that for any solution y(t) of IVP(3) with 
Y(T) = y1 , ~‘(4 = ~1’ where trl , yl’) E G and ~(YI p ~2.‘)~ t&h P’WN > PI 
both Y&) 2 ,W and yitt) < B’(t) are not possible for any t E [q, q + Q]. 
Let E = min[fr , ~a , ~a , e,J. Then (a)-(e) hold on [q 7 -j- E]. From these 
observations (see diagram l), we conclude that C, r’~ S,(t) f d, and x’ 2 /3’(t) 
for some (x, x’) E C, n S&t> and all 0 < t < 71 + c E Q . 
Analogously there exists an 7a > 7 such that C, n S,(i) + + and x’ < a’(t) 
for some (x, x’) E C, n SE(t) and all 0 < t < r12. ‘But then 
q3 = min[T, , Q] E P and ~a > 7 which is a contradiction. Thus, 7 = t,, 
and we conclude that IE(Sr; 0, to) contains a compact connected Icomponent 
in C(t,) which intersects both S,(t,) and Ss(t,)- As in Theorem 2, 
S, n JE(S,; 0, t,) f 4 and hence there exists a solution (x(t), k(t)) of (3) 
such that (x(O), x’(0)) E S, , (x(t& x’(Q) E S, with (1, x(t), x’(t)) E E. Now 
using the same type proof as in Theorem 3, we further conclude that there 
exists a solution x(t) of (3) such that (x(O), x’(O)) E S, , (x(&J, X’(Q) E S, ) 
and (f, x(t), x’(t)) E S for all t E [0, to]. 
One need not necessarily assume that S, intersects the upper surface 
at t = 0, provided there exist solutions which eventually hook S, onto the 
upper and lower surfaces. More precisely, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Assume condition III relative to E. Let 01, fi E fl?fO, t,,] be 
strict lower and upper solutions respectively for (3) with a(t) < ,E(t) 07~ [O, t,,]. 
Let S, be a compact connected set in C(0) and let S, be a closed connected subset 
of C(t,) szlch that S, n {( s, x’) j X’ arbitrary) f #. 1’ (xl(t), xl’(t)) and 
(x2(t), x2’(t)) aye solutions of (3) with (x,(O), x,‘(O)), (x2(O), xi(O)> E S, such that 
&a4 %‘W> f--l %@> f df 0~ some u E (0, toI and ((x2@>, x2'(v))> n s,(v) + 6, 
for some v E (0, tall then there exists a solution x(t) of (3) such that 
(x(O), x’(O)> E S, , (x(&J, x’(Q) E S, with (t, x(t), x’(t)> E S fw all t E [O, to]* 
Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 5 since 01 and /I being strict lower 
and upper solutions respectively implies that I,($; 0, t) has a component 
intersecting S,(t) and Se(t) for t > max[u, v]. 
Also note that the conditions on S, and S, may be interchanged provided 
condition III directed to the left holds. 
To illustrate the applicability of these results based on the funnel technique, 
we consider the differential equation 
xH = H(t, x) = - (p(t) + m2x + g(x)). 
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Chandra and Flieshmann [3] have previously considered this equation subject 
to the boundary conditions 
x(0) = X’(T) = 0. (7) 
Assume that: (i) p(t) is continuous on [0, T], p(O) = 0, and p(t) > 0 on 
(0, T]; (ii) g(x) is nonnegative for x > 0 and is uniformly Lipschitzian for 
x 3 0 with 1 g(xr) - g(x,)l < ~9 1 X, - xs 1; and (iii) (m2 + n2) T < rr. The 
following corollary of Theorem 6 generalizes Theorem 1 ([3], p. 547). 
COROLLARY 7. Assume (i), (ii), and (iii). Then the boundary value problem 
(6)-(7) has a solution x(t) on [O, T] with 0 < x(t) < P(t) where 
p(t) = (c - Mb-at) sin b+t + Mb-St cos b+t, 
c = Mb-%(1 - cot bk), n/r = max 1 p(t)1 + g(O), and b = m2 + n2. 
Proof. a(t) G 0 and /3(t) are strict lower and upper solutions respectively 
for (6) on (0, T]. Since H(t, X) is independent of x’, H satisfies a Nagumo 
condition (see [6], p. 353, or [2]) and h ence condition (III) directed to the 
left is satisfied. Let 
82 = ((x3 0) I 0 6 3 < B(d) cq-4 and S, = ((0, x’) / x’ arbitrary}, 
then by existence for the two point boundary value problem ([6], p. 354) 
there exist solutions xi(t) and x2(t) such that (Xi(T), q’(T)) E s, for i = 1, 2 
and such that 
(X&J>, %‘(g>> E s&J>, u E (0, T>> and (49, ~z’(v>> E &(v), v E (0, T)- 
Hence, Theorem 6 applies and we conclude the existence of a solution x(t) of 
BW(6)-(7) satisfying 0 < x(t) < /3(t). 
As a second application of our results, consider (3) with boundary con- 
straints 
czp(0) - a,x’(O) = a, (8) 
b&o) + b,x’(t,) = b, (9) 
where ai 3 0, bi > 0, a, + a2 > 0, b, + b, > 0, and a, + b, > 0. 
THEOREM 8. Let a, /3 E C2[0, t,,] be strict lower and upper solutions of (3) 
with a(t) < /3(t) 07t [0, t,], a&O) - a,a’(O) < a, b&t,,) + b,a’(t,) < b, 
%P(O> - azP’(O) 3 a, and b#(t,) + b,$‘(t,) > b. Assume there exists a 
positive constant K such that 
Ih(t,x,x’)--(t,x,y’)l <Kl*‘-~‘l 
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for all (4 3) E ((t, 4 I (6 x, x’) E S}. Then there exists a solution x(t) of (3)- 
(8)-(9) such that a(t) < x(t) < P(t) for all t E [0, t,]. 
Proof. Since h(t, x, x’) is continuous on E and satisfies a uniform Lip- 
schitz condition with respect to x’ in S, there exists an open set El such that 
S C Er C E1 C E and such that / h(t, x, x’)/ < K / x’ i + M for all 
(t, x, x’) E El . Since all solutions of V’ = F(v) = Ku + M with v(O) > 0 
I \-((t,oma’(t)l 
Diagram 2 
This diagram illustrates Theorem 8 in the case where S1 = {(x, x’) 1 a,x - a& = a, 
01(o) < x < ,8(O)}, a2 # 0, and Sz = {(x, x’) j b,x + b,x’ = b, 40) < x < B(O)]. 
exist on [0, t,] and since D+ / x’(t)] < F(I x’(t)/ , any solution (t, x(t), x’(t)) of 
(3) in El satisfies I x’(t)/ < v(t, I x’(t,)l) w h ere v(t, I x’(t,)l) is the solution of 
er’ =I@), v(O) = 1 x’(tJ . H ence, condition III directed bath to the right 
and to the left is satisfied relative to El . 
The proof can be completed by considering two cases. 
Case 1. Assume 0% If: 0. Let 
Is, EG {(x, x’) j a,x - a$ = a, a(O) < x < /3(O)>. 
S, is a compact connected subset of C(0) such that S, r\ S,(O) f 4 and 
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(x, x’) E S, n S,(O) implies x’ < 01’(o) and such that S, n S,(O) # 4 and 
(y, y’) E S, n S,(O) implies y’ > /3’(O). Hence, as in the proof of Theorem 5, 
we may conclude that 1x1(&; 0, t,) contains a compact connected component 
CtO in C(t,,) such that x’ < ol’(t,) for some (x, x’) E CtO n S,(t,) and y’ 3 p’(t,) 
for some (y, y’) E Ct n Sa(t,) (see diagram 2). 
If b, = 0, Sa = {(x, x’) ] b,x = b} has the property that S, is closed, con- 
nected, and S, n {(x, x’) 1 x’ arbitrary) # $. As in Theorem 5, 
Sa n Is,(&; 0, to) $4 and thus a solution x(t) of (3) with (t, x(t), x’(t)) E El 
exists with (8) and (9) satisfied. 
If b, f 0, Ss = {(x, x’) [ b,x + &.x’ = b, or(&) < x < /3(t,)} is nonempty, 
closed, and connected. Since lE1(S,; 0, t,,) contains a compact connected 
component CtO in C(t,) such that there exist (x, x’) E CtO n S,(t,,) for which 
x’ < &(ts) and (y, y’) E CtO n S,(t,,) for which y’ > /3’(t,) and since 
(/3(ta), y’) E S, implies y’ < /3’(t,) and (cu(t,), x’) E S, implies x’ > ol’(t,,), we 
conclude that 5’s n 1x1(&; 0, to) f (b. Thus, there is a solution x(t) of (3) 
with (t, x(t), x’(t)) E El on [0, t,] satisfying (8) and (9). 
Case 2. Assume a2 = 0. Then, by Theorem 7.3 ([6], p. 354), the two 
point boundary value problems for (3) with boundary conditions x(0) = ar’a, 
x(tl) = p(tr) and x(O) = a;‘a, LX(&) = a(tJ, where 0 < t, < t,, , have solu- 
tions z(t) and w(t), respectively. Let 
s, = {(x, x’) j x = -l a, a, x’ lies between z’(0) and w’(O)), 
which is a compact connected subset. As in the proof of Theorem 6, we have 
that I-,,(Sl ; 0, to) h as a component CtO in C(t,,) which intersects S,(t,,) and 
Ss(t,) m such a way that there exist (x, x’) E CeO n SE(tO) for which x’ < a’(t,) 
and (y, y’) E CfO n &(t,,) for which y’ > /?‘(ta). The conclusion that there 
exists a solution x(t) of (3) with (t, x(t), x’(t)) E E, on [0, t,,] satisfying (8) 
and (9) follows as in Case 1. 
In both cases we have obtained a solution x(t) of (3) with (t, x(t), x’(t)) E El . 
Using an argument like that given in Theorem 3, we conclude the existence of 
a solution y(t) to BVP(3)-(S)-(9) with al(t) <y(t) < /3(t) for all t E [0, t,J. 
This completes the proof. 
As a corollary, we have the main result of [l]. 
COROLLARY 9. If h(t, x, x’) is nondecreasing on Q(t,) with respect o x and 
satisjies a uniform Lipschitz condition with respect o xl, 
I h(t, x, Xl’) - & x, xz’)l <L I Xl’ - x2’ I 9 
then BVP(3)-(g)-(9) has a sohtion. 
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Proof. Let 
m < inf h(t, 0, 0) and M > sup h(t, 0,O) on [O, &I. 
Let a(t) be a nonpositive solution of 
xW-L]x’j --iv>0 
satisfying a,cx(O) - a&(O) < a and !I~N(&,) + b,ol’(t,) < 6. Let ,8((t) be a 
nonnegative solution of 
satisfying u$(O) + a&I’(O) >, a and Z$(t,,) + b&‘(t,) 2 b. Then 
q, 4), 4) < &, 0, m) 
<L I +>I + J@, 0, 0) 
Similarly, /3”(t) < h(t, fi(t)7 /3’(t)). Th us, a(t) and ,6(t) ‘are lower and upper 
solutions of (3) satisfying the appropriate boundary ineq~lities. Theorem 8 
now applies. 
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